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Abstract

Distributed hydrological models require a detailed definition of a watershed’s internal drainage structure. The conventional
approach to obtain this drainage structure is to use an eight flow direction matrix (D8) which is derived from a raster digital
elevation model (DEM). However, this approach leads to a rather coarse drainage structure when monitoring or gauging
stations need to be accurately located within a watershed. This is largely due to limitations of the D8 approach and the lack
of information over flat areas and pits. The D8 approach alone is also unable to differentiate lakes from plain areas.

To avoid these problems a new approach, using a digital river and lake network (DRLN) as input in addition to the DEM, has
been developed. This new approach allows for an accurate fit between the DRLN and the modelled drainage structure, which is
represented by a flow direction matrix and a modelled watercourse network. More importantly, the identification of lakes within
the modelled network is now possible. The proposed approach, which is largely rooted in the D8 approach, uses the DRLN to
correct modelled flow directions and network calculations. For DEM cells overlapped by the DRLN, flow directions are
determined using DRLN connections only. The flow directions of the other DEM cells are evaluated with the D8 approach
which uses a DEM that has been modified as a function of distance to the DRLN.

The proposed approach has been tested on the Chaudie`re River watershed in southern Que´bec, Canada. The modelled
watershed drainage structure showed a high level of coherence with the DRLN. A comparison between the results obtained
with the D8 approach and those obtained by the proposed approach clearly demonstrated an improvement over the conven-
tionally modelled drainage structure. The proposed approach will benefit hydrological models which require data such as a flow
direction matrix, a river and lake network and sub-watersheds for drainage structure information.q 2001 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The use of distributed hydrological models for the
simulation of river flows has become widely used in
hydrological engineering. Distributed models account

for the spatial variability of physical properties and
allow for the spatial assessment of modelled hydrologi-
cal variables. To achieve this type of representation,
distributed models require data that define the internal
drainage structure of the watershed. Most of the avail-
able algorithms (Tribe, 1992) automatically extract the
drainage information, such as flow directions from cell
to cell, river network segments and associated sub-
watersheds, from a digital elevation model (DEM).
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For example, the Olivera and Maidment (1999)
rainfall–runoff model for routing spatially distributed
excess precipitation requires a flow direction matrix
for the calculation of unit hydrographs over sub-
watersheds. TheAnswers model (Beasely et al.,
1980) uses a flow direction matrix and a river segment
network as inputs, although the procedure to obtain a
network that matches the flow directions is not
completely automated (Joao and Walsh, 1992). The
Topmodel (Beven and Kirkby, 1979) uses flow
directions to compute the topographic index. In the
case ofTopmodel the extraction of flow directions
from a DEM has been studied by various researchers
(Quinn et al., 1991; Wolock and McCabe, 1995). The
Cabral et al. (1991) rainfall–runoff model utilises a
river network obtained from a DEM. Other models
such asSlurp (Kite, 1995) andPrms (Leavesley
and Stannard, 1995), to name a few, use sub-
watersheds as calculation units. Finally,Hydrotel
(Fortin et al., 1995, 2001) directly uses a direction
matrix, a river segment network and associated sub-
watersheds as inputs. All these models, and others,
could benefit at various levels from a fully automated
and accurate determination of a watershed’s internal
drainage structure.

From a hydrological point of view, the current
widespread DEM-based approaches have two major
limitations. First, on a macroscopic scale, data
modelled using a DEM are representative of the actual
drainage structure of a watershed, but on a smaller
scale, a perfect fit between these data and the actual
terrain features is never obtained (Tribe, 1992). For
example, the watershed drainage structure modelled
using a DEM does not fit with the actual drainage
structure in flat areas. Secondly, by definition, a
DEM does not contain information about lakes. It is
impossible to determine if a given area of equal
elevation is either a lake or a flat area, where a river
possibly flows. When drainage structure data are used
in a hydrological simulation context, the difference
between these two cases needs to be assessed because
water flows differently in a lake than in a river. These
two limitations implies there exists a gap between
data modelled from a DEM and actual drainage data
required by some distributed hydrological models.

One way to address the limitation related to errors
in the location of the modelled watercourse network
is to use a so-called “stream burning” approach

(Saunders, 1999). This kind of approach, introduced
by Hutchinson (1989), proposes the use of ancillary
information regarding watercourse network, namely
the stream lines of digital maps, into the DEM to
force flow through cells corresponding to the stream
line network. Although the algorithms presented in
Saunders (1999), and reviewed briefly later in this
paper, are subject to some problems and do not
account for lakes, the idea to use conjointly ancillary
information about the watercourse network and the
DEM is promising.

This paper, which is organised in four sections,
presents the development of a new approach that
forces a watershed’s internal drainage structure to fit
accurately with a given ancillary watercourse network
with an emphasis on differentiation of lakes from flat
areas. The first section presents an overview of the
conventionally used approach for the modelling of
watershed drainage structures. The second section
provides some information about digital river and
lake network (DRLN) data sources. The third section
describes the proposed approach and the fourth
section describes an application on a southern Que´bec
watershed.

To avoid any confusion, the vector and raster-based
representations of the ancillary network will be
referred to as the DRLN (vector-DRLN and raster-
DRLN). The watercourse network obtained using
the conventional DEM approach or the proposed
approach will be referred to as the modelled network
with a direct reference to the approach used.

Finally, the reader should note that, despite the fact
that the proposed algorithm is a general one, this
algorithm has been integrated toHydrotel (Fortin
et al., 1995, 2000).Hydrotel is a distributed hydro-
logical model designed to take advantage of remote
sensing data and GIS. Note thatHydrotel can be
used as a standalone version or as part ofGibsi, an
integrated modelling system for watershed manage-
ment (Villeneuve et al., 1998; Rousseau et al., 2000).
Simulations are used to assess the impact of watershed
management scenarios on water quality and yield,
both in time and space, where water pollutants from
agricultural nonpoint sources as well as from
municipal and industrial point sources are considered.
For the latter, an accurate link between point load
locations and their actual location within the modelled
network must be clearly established. Also, for
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accurate model calibration, streamflow gauges and
water quality stations need to be properly located on
the network. Finally, when consulting distributed
simulated results, users ofGibsi must be able to easily
link these segments with those actually surveyed.

2. Computerized extraction of watershed drainage
structure using a DEM

2.1. Conventional algorithm

For distributed hydrological models which require a
square grid to support physiographic data and rely on a
continuous drainage network where each grid cell must
be directly connected to one, and only one, of its
neighbouring cells, the eight flow directions (D8) is a
valid approach to model the watershed drainage
structure (Tribe, 1992). Implementation of the D8
approach allows for a coherent link between flow direc-
tions, river and lake network, and sub-watersheds asso-
ciated with each segment of the watercourse network
(e.g. Martz and Garbrecht, 1992). Numerous algorithms
based on the D8 approach have been reported in the
literature (Martz and Garbrecht, 1993, 1992; Jenson
and Domingue, 1988; Martz and De Jong, 1988; Morris
and Heerdegen, 1988; O’Callaghan and Mark, 1984).
These algorithms, which are conceptually similar,
are mainly distinguishable by the way they treat

problematic cases (e.g. definition of flow directions
over flat areas and pits).

The implementation of the D8 approach requires
four steps. These steps are illustrated in Fig. 1. In
the first step, the flow direction of each cell of the
DEM matrix is computed by the steepest downstream
slope among the eight slopes obtained. Since the D8
approach cannot determine the flow direction of a cell
for all possible cases — one of those cases is that of a
cell surrounded by cells with the same elevations —
an arbitrary criterion is used to assign that flow direc-
tions (Garbrecht and Martz, 1997). Examples of stra-
tegies to assign flow directions are presented in Jenson
and Domingue (1988) and Garbrecht and Martz
(1997). In the second step, the watershed boundary
is defined by finding all cells for which there is a
path to the watershed outlet, starting at the cell
which includes the watershed outlet and following
flow directions in the opposite direction. The third
step involves the determination of the modelled
river network. The drainage area upstream of any
cell can be computed by counting cells that flow
through this given cell. Those cells having a drainage
area greater than a threshold, that can be varied
depending on the approach used (Tarboton et al.,
1991), are considered to be part of the river network.
Note that cells which are part of the river network are
grouped by segment where a segment is defined for
each part of the network located between either: (1)
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Fig. 1. Flow structure data of a watershed determined using a digital elevation model.



two confluence cells, (2) one confluence cell and one
network upstream cell or (3) one confluence cell and
the outlet cell. In the fourth and final step, using
the computed flow directions, the sub-watershed
associated with each modelled river network segment
is determined for a given segment by finding all the
cells flowing through one of the cells of the network
segment.

2.2. Limitations of the D8 approach

The D8 approach does not allow for an exact match
between modelled and actual river networks. In
addition to the basic assumption error (Martz and
Garbrecht, 1995; Carrara, 1986), three sources of
error can explain discrepancies between the networks:
(1) the inherent limitations associated with the D8
approach, (2) the presence of flat areas and pits, and
(3) the lack of information on the locations of lakes.

2.2.1. Eight flow directions error
The representation offlow directions using only eight

possible directions implies that only these eight
directions are used to approximate the continuous
flow direction field. Thus, a given discrete direction is
used to replace all flow directions included within an
angular interval ofp/4 and centred on the discrete
direction resulting in a loss of information about the
actual flow path of the terrain.

This loss of information, associated with the more
generally admitted effect of vertical and horizontal reso-
lutions of DEM, generates parallel flow paths (Fairfield
and Leymarie, 1991). Hence, for a group of cells, when
the variation of the surface aspect is included inside an
angular interval covered by one of the eight discrete
directions, a unique flow direction value is assigned to
all cells in the group. Consequently, two basic problems
may occur: (1) the absence of existing river segments,
and (2) the presence of parallel river segments where
only one segment actually exists. In the first case, since
the flow paths are parallel and do not converge, the
threshold for deciding if a given cell is part of the
network is not exceeded. In the second case, cells will
have an upstream area larger than the threshold area, and
the slope in the direction of the main flow becomes
much larger than the perpendicular slope.

2.2.2. Presence of flat areas and pits
Because of a lack of data on flow paths over flat

areas and pits in the DEM, determination of flow
directions over these areas requires an assessment of
artificial flow paths, defined arbitrarily. Thus, an
accurate modelling of the river network over these
areas is impossible. This is particularly true in large
valleys with gentle slopes where it is practically
impossible to follow meanders. Problems related to
the treatment of flat areas and pits have been studied
extensively by Martz and Garbrecht (1998).

2.2.3. Absence of information about lake locations
With the D8 approach, the upstream area of a cell

cannot be split between neighbouring cells in the case
where the watercourse is wider than one cell. Further-
more, the D8 approach cannot estimate whether or not
a watercourse has a width greater than one cell. In
fact, the D8 approach is inappropriate for the identi-
fication of wide segments of a river network, such as
those that include lakes. It is important to point out
that the DEM, which is the only input datum required
by the D8 approach, does not include information
about lake locations. Therefore, the exclusive use of
a DEM is not sufficient to delineate whether a constant
elevation is either a lake or a flat area.

2.2.4. Discussion
The aforementioned sources of errors resulting

from the D8 limitation, and the incapacity to deter-
mine lakes are intrinsic to the D8 approach. This
means that these errors cannot be eliminated by a
better DEM or by a decrease in the underlying grid
size. To circumvent these sources of fundamental
errors, it is necessary to use a different approach.
Note that the error associated with flat areas and
artificial pits is not, in principle, fundamental since
it can be eliminated with a more accurate DEM.
Obviously, in an operational context, such a DEM is
not normally available and flat areas and pits represent
problematic surfaces.

Some authors have attempted to bypass the D8
limitations. Fairfield and Leymarie (1991) worked
on problems related to parallel flow lines. They
inserted a random alteration in the evaluation
procedure of the flow direction. The aspects resulting
from this approach have a realistic appearance but the
resulting values do not correspond to the actual
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Fig. 2. An example of DRLN conversion from vector to raster-based format: (A) initial digital network in vector format; (B) re-sampling of the
vector network, (C) conversion of vector points in row and column coordinates; (D) elimination of problematic cases — (i) cells which need a
double-direction; (ii) artificial confluences; (iii) repeated confluences; (E) lakes filling; and (F) cells which are not included in the network are
assigned a value of zero.



features of the terrain. Other authors, including
Tarboton (1997), Costa-Cabral and Burges (1994)
and Quinn et al. (1991), used non-discrete flow
directions and/or multiple flow directions from one
cell to resolve this issue. These strategies have
generally produced better results compared with the
standard D8 approach but have the disadvantage of
eliminating the unimodal link between flow directions
and river network location. Note that these strategies
only remove errors linked to flow directions and other
sources of errors have remained.

The use of ancillary data related to the locations of
rivers and lakes appears to be an inevitable way to
produce a better watershed drainage structure. This
kind of additional data may then be used to obtain
information on both the location of rivers within flat
areas and pits and the shape of lakes.

3. Digital river and lake network

3.1. Data sources on network location

For this study, the DRLN used for the determina-
tion of the drainage structure of the study watershed
comes from digital maps stored in a vector format.
The location of the network is then defined from
groups of points, each group defines a line that repre-
sents a part of the network. The link between groups
of points can be found easily by using the extreme
points of each group that are included in more than
one group (Fig. 2A).

The advantage of using a vectorized network as
basic input comes from the ease of recognising the
continuous nature of the network. The potential to
establish a permanent link between the network used
for hydrological modelling and the corresponding
maps is another advantage. However, several authors
(e.g. Gandolfi and Bischetti, 1997; Coffman et al.,
1972) acknowledged that some discrepancies may
exist between the field network and the network
extracted from maps (e.g. in terms of location for
first- and second-order segments as well). Neverthe-
less, the use of the network extracted from maps is a
step in the right direction since the accuracy of the
network extracted from maps, in terms of horizontal
location, is generally better than that of the conven-
tional, raster-based, grid representation. Furthermore,

the use of a threshold approach, variable or not, for the
upstream points of the network is independent of the
classification order.

3.2. Network conversion from vector to raster

The D8 approach is organised around a raster
representation of the data. This means that it is
necessary to convert the vector-DRLN into a raster
format. Before doing that, vector-DRLN generally
needs a pre-treatment to ensure (1) that each river
segment is represented by a single line, this
implies that rivers defined by a right and a left
bank must be redefined by a single vector, and
(2) that lakes are represented by closed polygons.
For the second case, loops occurring in the vector
layer must be identified as lakes or as natural loops
by using alternative information, like paper maps
or remote sensing images. A close polygon must
be made for each loop representing a lake. For
natural loops, that are actually bifurcation around
islands, one main flow path must be conserved
entirely while the other flow path must be dis-
connected at the point where the bifurcation occurs
(see Saunders, 1999).

Fig. 2 presents an example of a transformation of an
already pretreated vector-DRLN to raster-DRLN. The
artificial vector-DRLN shown in Fig. 2A illustrates
the most often encountered problematic cases. The
steps involved are:

(1) re-sampling of all vector points in such a way
that at least one point on each cell crossed by the
initial vector exists (Fig. 2B);
(2) conversion of vector points from spatial�x; y�
coordinates to raster (row, column) coordinates
(Fig. 2C);
(3) identification and correction of cases where the
use of a raster representation instead of a vector
representation causes problems (Fig. 2D);

(i) removal of points which are incompatible
with the definition of only one flow direction
over a cell;
(ii) removal of consecutive confluences;
(iii) removal of artificial confluences caused by
the crossing of a given cell by two different
vectors;

(4) filling of lake areas (Fig. 2E).
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The values taken by the raster-DRLN are: (1) zero for
cells which are not part of the network, (2) the identi-
fication number of a vector for cells which are
included in only one vector, and (3) a list of identifi-
cation numbers for cells included in more than one
vector — confluence cells (Fig. 2F).

Note that in the third step, the majority of cases can
be corrected automatically. For each case, it is
necessary to examine each line of the vector-DRLN
starting upstream. For case 3-i, the strategy is to
remove from the raster-DRLN each cell that needs
to flow back to its own upstream cell. As a matter of
fact, this approach eliminates all meanders that are
smaller than the size of a grid cell. For case 3-ii, the
strategy is to keep the most upstream confluence and
to keep the identifier of only one network segment for
following confluences by removing the other(s)
arbitrarily. Finally, for case 3-iii, confluences not
located at the downstream cell of at least one network
segment must be identified as artificial confluences
and a list of these must be given to the user in order
to force a manual correction. In one particular circum-
stance, when the artificial confluence corresponds to
the upstream-end of a head network segment (see Fig.
2D), it is easy to remove automatically this cell from
the raster-DRLN.

4. Proposed approach

The goal of this study is the development of an
automated approach to determine the flow structure
data of a watershed making use of a DRLN. The
determination of drainage structure data with the D8
approach uses a sequence of operations where data are
linked. In this context, the insertion of information
about network location, coming from an ancillary
source (the raster-DRLN), cannot be done directly
without modifying the sequence of operations. This
means that if the modelled network is directly
replaced by the raster-DRLN, a lot of discrepancies
between this network and flow directions will occur.
This implies that the raster-DRLN and the DEM must
be used together for the determination of flow
directions (see Fig. 3).

As mentioned earlier, the use of raster-DRLN with
DEM to improve the automated extraction of water-
shed’s internal structure has already been introduced
by Hutchinson (1989). Saunders (1999) also reviewed
and proposed some algorithms that used the original
D8 approach with a modified DEM. Thus, in these
algorithms, the raster-DRLN is used only to perform
the modification of the DEM. To give an idea, the
simplest approach allows for an addition of 5 m for
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and modelled data. Arrows represent algorithmic links between data sets. Narrow lines are used for the D8 approach algorithm and wide lines,
associated with boxes, are used for the algorithms of the proposed approach.



all cells that are not included in the raster-DRLN
(Saunders and Maidment, 1995). Another approach,
called the Tribburn approach, modifies the elevation
of the cells included in the raster-DRLN in such way
that the resulting elevations are coherent with the flow
directions within the watercourse network. Thus, the
cells of the raster-DRLN are offset from the land
surface cells by two units.

The idea of using a modified DEM has been
adopted for the proposed approach. The main limita-
tions of modified DEM approaches are that (1) they

are unable to cope with lakes and (2) they will
produce parallel flow paths when the raster-DRLN
differs for more than one cell with the modelled
network (Saunders, 1999). Considering these limita-
tions, the approach proposed in the present paper must
include both the raster-DRLN and the DEM. It also
appears that modifications to the DEM must by done
in a such way that coherent modifications must be
performed on a buffer zone around the raster-DRLN
in order to smooth out any adjustments.

Consequently, the predominance of the DEM over
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Fig. 4. Example of flow directions determination: (A) vector view of the DRLN, (B) raster view of the DRLN, (C) flow directions for cells
overlapped by a DRLN, (D) vector-DRLN, (E) raster-DRLN, (F) DEM, (G) distance, in cell units, between a given cell and the vector-DRLN,
(E) example of perturbation coefficient calculated withRm � 2 and rounded to the nearest integer, (F) modified DEM, (G) flow direction of
cells not overlapped by the DRLN. Numbers (1–4) are used to identify network segments.



the raster-DRLN must depend on the proximity of the
cell over which the flow direction is being evaluated
with respect to the location of the DRLN. Hence, in
the proposed approach cells that are crossed by the
DRLN have their flow directions determined solely by
the DRLN. Other cells have their flow directions
influenced increasingly by the DEM as their distance
from the DRLN increases. According to these
postulates, the flow directions matrix is built in two
distinct phases. First, the flow directions of cells that
are overlapped by the DRLN are determined. Second,

flow directions of cells that have not been determined
yet are processed.

More information about the drainage structure of
the watershed can be obtained by using algorithms
based on the D8 approach. Note also that each time
that values, such as slopes and other geometrical
variables, need to be computed by using elevations,
the original DEM is used. The modified DEM serves
only as a computational strategy to obtain flow
directions. However, the modelled network cannot
be completely obtained with the D8 approach. The
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Fig. 5. An example of discrepancies generated by the unique adjustment of the flow direction of cells overlapped by the DRLN: (A) initial case,
(B) modelled network and flow directions obtained using the D8 approach, (C) example of discrepancies in the direction field, and (D) example
of expected flow directions after the use of the proposed approach (white arrows represent modified flow directions after using the DRLN).



latter is improved by combining the D8 approach with
an algorithm which accounts for the DRLN and
provides information about the locations of lakes.
This algorithm will be presented later.

4.1. Flow direction determination of cells overlapped
by the DRLN

A raster-based representation of the DRLN is used
to locate those cells which are overlapped by the
DRLN. Starting at the outlet, the algorithm goes
back upstream following the outline of the DRLN
and assigns the flow directions of visited cells so
that each cell flows into the cell located directly down-
stream. Only the flow direction determination of cells
which are part of lakes is done differently.

Since the flow directions of lake cells cannot be
determined with a downstream cell, they are grouped
together and flow directions are determined to
minimise the distance between any lake cell and the
lake outlet. Note that flow directions on lake cells are
arbitrary and are used only to create a flow directions
matrix that does not contain any undetermined cells.
Fig. 4A–C illustrates an example of flow directions
determination for the cells which are part of a DRLN.

4.2. Flow direction determination of cells not
overlapped by the DRLN

The flow direction determination of cells over-
lapped by the DRLN ensures local coherence between
the modelled network and the DRLN. However, it
does not have a global effect on the watershed
drainage structure. Local corrections of the flow
direction of cells that belong to the DRLN can create
discrepancies in the flow direction field (see Fig. 5).
Indeed, it can convert the initial problem of network
fitting to a problem of coherence between modelled
sub-watersheds and the DRLN.

For example, flow directions in the neighbourhood
of the network must be determined in such a way that
they are consistent with the topographical interpreta-
tion, which is implicitly embedded in the path of the
DRLN. To achieve such consistency, a modified DEM
is derived from the original one by modifying the
elevations using the distance between each grid cell
and the location of the DRLN and by determining
flow directions with the D8 approach.

The modified DEM is obtained by remodelling the

surface of the terrain in the vicinity of the DRLN. This
task is done by subtracting a perturbation coefficient
from the original elevations of the DEM using the
following equation:

E0�i; j� � E�i; j�2 P�i; j� �1�

where i, j are the row and column coordinates of a
given cell; E�i; j�; the initial elevation, given by the
original DEM, of the cell located at�i; j�; E 0�i; j�; the
modified elevation of the cell located at�i; j�; and
P�i; j�; the perturbation coefficient of the cell located
at �i; j�:

The perturbation coefficient should increase as we
get closer to the DRLN. Inversely, it should vanish
gradually as we move away from the DRLN. We
choose to express the perturbation coefficient using
an inverse power-law function.

P�i; j� � 1
2

Rm

R�i; j�
� �1=a

�2�

whereRm is a maximum radial influence;a , a flaring
coefficient; andR�i; j�; the distance, in number of
cells, between the cell located in�i; j� and the nearest
DRLN cell.

The inverse power-law was chosen for the follow-
ing reasons: (1) it takes larger values for cells close to
the DRLN and it tends toward zero for cells far from
the DRLN, (2) it increases or decreases asymp-
totically, and (3) it can be fully expressed in terms
of the maximum radial influence (see explanation
below for the flaring coefficient). Note that any type
of function having the same properties can be used
instead of this inverse power-law.

In Eq. (2), the value of the maximum radial influ-
ence must be large enough so the overall modification
in elevations eliminates all discrepancies in the flow
direction field shown in Fig. 5. On the other hand, if
this value is very large then the perturbation negates
the information originally provided by the DEM. That
is, the DEM no longer affects the determination of the
flow directions. As a result, the drainage structure can
become quite artificial since the flow directions may
be more affected by the remodelled terrain than by the
local variation in elevations. To balance these two
constraints, the maximum radial influence must be
exactly equal to the maximum gap between the
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DRLN and the modelled network provided by the D8
approach.

Although the new generation of GIS can handle
floating point values, computations are done using
values rounded to the nearest integer. This means
that when the distance between a given cell and the
nearest DRLN cell is equal to the maximum radial
influence, the inverse power-law function gives a
perturbation coefficient equal to 0.5 which is then
rounded to 1. The use of integers should be seen as
an approach that is for computer codes which are
limited by an integer computation. Note that the
proposed approach can be easily adapted to
computer codes designed for handling floating
point values.

The flaring coefficient has to be adjusted to allow
for differentiation in the perturbation of neighbouring
cells. This is best illustrated with the following
example. Using a maximum radial influence equal
to 5 �Rm � 5� implies that the inverse power-law
function gives a perturbation coefficient equal to 0.5,
and rounded to 1, whenR� Rm: �E�R� Rm� � 0:51�:
Cells withR� 4 must have a perturbation coefficient
at least equal to 1.5, if, when rounded, this value has to
be at least equal to 2. Knowing that the slopes of the
inverse power-law function increase whenR
increases, we can adjust the flaring coefficient by
forcing E to be equal to 1.5 whenR� Rm 2 1: This
approach gives the following expression for the
flaring equation:

a � ln�Rm�2 ln�Rm 2 1�
ln�3� �3�

Note that the inverse power-law equation takes an
infinite value whenR� 0: This implies that cells
located on the DRLN take an infinite negative eleva-
tion value in the modified DEM. Hence, the flow
direction of DRLN cells cannot be evaluated using
the modified DEM. They are, in fact, determined
with the algorithm introduced in Section 4. It also
implies that cells which are in the vicinity of the
DRLN flow directly into the network.

Fig. 4D–G shows, in detail, different steps of the
algorithm. It is noteworthy that the flow directions
determined with the proposed approach (Fig. 4H)
are the superposition of directions of Fig. 4C and G.

4.3. Modelled river and lake network determination

When each cell has been assigned a flow direction,
cells included in the modelled watershed can be
directly identified using the D8 approach. However,
a different approach is adopted to determine the
modelled river and lake network. For this purpose, it
is necessary to develop a new algorithm which will
use both the flow direction matrix and the DRLN. For
this step, the latter is needed to locate lakes.

In the first step, which is comparable to the D8
approach, the proposed algorithm includes cells that
drain an upstream area greater than a given threshold
area in the modelled network. This first step uses only
the flow directions as input data. Note that at this step,
contrary to the standard D8 approach, the set of cells
that exceed the given threshold may not create a
continuous network. This can be explained by the
fact that lakes can be wider than one cell and that
the upstream area of a given lake can be spread over
more than one cell. Therefore, if the upstream areas of
some cells of a given lake are smaller than the
threshold area, this does not imply that the whole
lake does not drain an area greater than the threshold
area.

Accordingly, the second step accounts for the
DRLN. Therefore, cells located on areas where a
lake exists are considered potentially part of the
modelled network. They are actually included in the
modelled network if the outlet cell drains an area
greater than the threshold area. To illustrate that, let
us just imagine a 6-cell-threshold for the network
presented on Fig. 4H.

It is interesting to analyse the previous approach
with respect to the drainage density of the DRLN.
If, for example, an extremely dense DRLN is used
as input for the flow structure determination, this
network will have a major impact on the flow direc-
tions. These flow directions, along with the DRLN
and a threshold area, which can be variable (Tarboton
et al., 1991, 1992), will be used together to determine
the modelled network. If the drainage density of the
DRLN is too large for the hydrological modelling
requirement, then the chosen threshold area will be
defined so that the modelled network will be less
dense than the DRLN. Inversely, if a perfect fit
between the modelled network and the main
watercourse of a watershed is desired while an
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Fig. 6. DEM and DRLN for the Chaudie`re River watershed, Que´bec, Canada.



approximation of the rest of the network is sufficient,
then a less dense DRLN could be taken. The use of an
appropriate approach for the threshold area will lead
to a more dense modelled network than the DRLN. In
fact, the proposed approach allows for a modelled
network with a drainage density which does not
depend on the drainage density of the DRLN.
Inversely, it also allows the use of the drainage density
of the DRLN without using any threshold area.

5. Application

This section presents a sample application of the

proposed approach on the Chaudie`re River watershed.
This 6680-km2 watershed is located south of Quebec
City, Canada, near the Maine, USA, border. The DEM
used for this application was extracted from
1:250 000 contour line maps. This DEM, based on a
100 m square-grid mesh, is shown in Fig. 6. This
figure also displays the DRLN obtained from a
1:50 000 digitised map.

Fig. 7 introduces the modelled boundaries of the
Chaudière River watershed. The modelled area of
the watershed is 6746 km2. The difference between
this value and the official Quebec Government value
of 6680 km2 (M.R.N., 1969) is less than 1%. Note that
the official area was evaluated manually using
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Fig. 7. Chaudie`re River watershed and modelled network.



1:50 000 topographic maps and, thus, is likely to be
inaccurate considering the typical errors associated
with this approach. Fig. 7 also presents a macroscopic
view of the modelled network. Since the maximum
distance gap between the DRLN and the watercourse
network modelled with the D8 approach was four
cells (400 m), a maximum radial influence (Rm)
equal to 4 was used to obtain this result. A 200-cell
threshold (2 km2) was chosen for the upstream points

of the network. In fact, the only major differences
between the DRLN (Fig. 6) and the modelled network
came from the threshold value which led to a less
ramified modelled network. This is especially true in
the centre part of the watershed where the drainage
density of the DRLN is much greater than that for
other parts of the watershed. Again, the use of a
variable threshold approach is possible with the
proposed algorithm. It is also possible to use no
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Fig. 8. Modelled network of a problematic area using: (A) the D8 approach, and (B) the proposed approach (Upper-Chaudie`re River sub-
watershed).
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Fig. 9. Modelled network of a problematic area using: (A) the D8 approach, and (B) the proposed approach (Lake Me´gantic region).



threshold area at all and then use directly the drainage
density of the DRLN.

Fig. 8 shows a comparison between modelled
networks generated with the D8 approach and those
obtained with the proposed approach in the southern
part of the Chaudie`re River watershed. Flow paths
from the two approaches are close, but they indicate
that the network modelled with the D8 approach does
not always match the DRLN. Fig. 8 reveals that the
D8 approach produced a lot of parallel river segments.

The most notable difference between the two
modelled networks is associated with the lake areas.
Fig. 9 introduces a view of the Lake Me´gantic region

which clearly illustrates the inadequacy of the D8
approach to delineate lakes. On the other hand, this
figure shows that the proposed approach can be used
easily to identify lake contours.

Fig. 10A focuses on an area where elevations are
more or less constant and where the D8 approach
generated parallel flow paths (Fig. 10B). On the
other hand, Fig. 10C reveals that the proposed
approach completely solved this problem.

Fig. 11 presents flow directions determined using
the two approaches. It appears that it is impossible to
determine flow paths in flat areas using only a DEM.
Again, the proposed approach overcame this problem
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Fig. 10. Modelled network of a wide flat area (see A) using: (B) the D8 approach and (C) the proposed approach.



and indeed, was required to obtain a well-modelled
river and lake network.

6. Conclusions

This paper introduced an original approach for the
automatic determination of the drainage structure of a
watershed. The proposed approach used both a DEM

and a DRLN as input. This allowed for the definition
of a drainage structure which was in agreement with
the DRLN. It also led to a better match between
observed and modelled flow structure. This paper
showed numerous limitations of the widely used D8
approach and highlighted that these limitations could
be overcome by the proposed approach.

From an algorithmic point of view, the proposed
approach is largely based on the standard algorithms
of the D8 approach. However, the main differences
between the two approaches reside in the determina-
tion of flow directions and in the derivation of the
modelled river network. For cells which are part of
the DRLN, flow directions are determined using
network connections only. Flow directions of remote
watershed cells were evaluated using the D8 approach
with a DEM modified according to the distance away
from the DRLN. Moreover, the resulting modelled
river network clearly depicts the locations of lakes.

The proposed approach was applied to the Chau-
dière River watershed, Que´bec, Canada. Modelled
data of the drainage structure showed a high level of
coherence. A comparison of results obtained with the
D8 approach and those obtained with the proposed
approach clearly demonstrated the superiority of the
proposed approach over the former.

Future work will involve a study of the approach on
several watersheds. Finally, the use of remote sensing
as a source of data for the DRLN will be tested.
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